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ABSTRACT
This paper describes our approach and results in the multimodal person discovery in broadcast TV task at MediaEval
2015. We investigate two distinct aspects of multimodal
person discovery. One refers to face clusters, which are considered to propagate names associated to faces in one shot
to other faces that probably belong to the same person. The
face clustering approach consists in calculating face similarities using partial least squares (PLS) and a simple hierarchical approach. The other aspect refers to tag propagation
in a graph-based approach where nodes are speaking faces
and edges link similar faces/speakers. The advantage of the
graph-based tag propagation is to not rely on face/speaker
clustering, which we believe can be errorprone.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Multimodal person discovery in video archives consists in
naming all speaking faces in the collection without prior
information, leveraging face recognition, speech recognition, speaker recognition and optical character recognition.
A description of the task and resources provided within
MediaEval is given in [2]. In particular, two key components
of most systems for multimodal person discovery are (i) face
tracking and clustering and (ii) speaker diarization. See [6]
for a recent overview of existing systems. Given these components, a popular strategy to name speaking faces relies on
a mapping of face clusters and speakers from the diarization,
combining this mapping with appearance of named entities
in speech transcripts or on screen (e.g., [3, 8]). The baseline
system provided by the organizers [7] is a clear instanciation
of this. Person names appearing on screen are first propagated onto speaker clusters, finding an optimal mapping
based on co-occurrence. In the next step, one has to find
for each named speaker if there is a co-occurring face track
that has a probability to correspond to the current speaker
higher than a threshold. Each such face track receives the
name assigned to the speaker cluster.
We explore two distinct aspects of multimodal person discovery in this evaluation. On the one hand, we seek to improve face clustering using recent advances in face recognition based on partial least square (PLS) regression [4]. We
consider a variant of the baseline system provided, modified
to better merge the PLS face cluster and speaker diarization
results. On the other hand, we study tag propagation in a
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graph where nodes are speaking faces, with edges denoting
the voice and/or face similarity. This approach is motivated
by the wish to avoid explicit face and speaker clustering and
open new strategies for person discovery. Note that the two
approaches could be combined but, for practical reasons,
this combination was not considered in the framework of
the evaluation.

2.

PLS-BASED FACE CLUSTERING

The PLS-based face clustering approach consists in calculating a similarity measure between face tracks for further
clustering. Face clusters are then used in a variant of the
baseline, as a replacement of the face clusters provided.
PLS is a statistical method consisting of two steps: regression and projection [9]. The projection step consists
in calculating a subspace that maximize the covariance between predictors and responses. The regression step relies
on ordinary least squares to estimate responses based on
the projected predictors. We employ the one-shot similarity
metric based on PLS for face verification described in [4],
which presents robust results for face images in the wild
compared to conventional distance-based methods. In a nutshell, the similarity sim(A, B) between face tracks A and B
relies on PLS regression trained to return +1 for samples
in A and response −1 for samples in a background set of
images (300 random face images from the LFW dataset [5]).
Then, sim(A, B) is calculated as the average of responses
from samples in B evaluated in the learned PLS regression.
A symmetric version is used in practice, averaging sim(A, B)
and sim(B, A).
Based on PLS similarity calculated between all face track
pairs, clustering aims at grouping face tracks from the same
subject. We employ a hierarchical clustering approach that
consists in merging a pair of face tracks with maximum similarity and with at least one face track that was not merged
yet. The merging consists in propagating an identification
label from one face track to the other or generating a new
identification label for the pair if no label was previous associated to the face tracks. The algorithm stops when the
maximum similarity is less than a threshold, empirically set
to 0.5 using the development set.
To assess the interest of PLS-based face clustering, we
consider a slightly different version of the baseline approach
to merge face clustering and speaker diarization information. Each name associated to one face track is propagated
to all face tracks within the same face cluster. We then
consider the union of the names from the face tracks and
speaker diarization within each shot. We also evaluate the

method
dev
test
test (PLS)

BSLN
38.89
78.35
78.35

SPKR
63.67
89.46
89.46

FACE
49.12
67.18
61.90

UNI
67.84
89.74
89.64

INT
44.83
66.86
61.64

Table 1: EwMAP (in %) using the baseline face clusters on the development set (top row), on the test
set (middle row) and using the PLS-based face clusters on the test set (bottom row).
modified baseline approach using only the speaker diarization, only the face cluster, and considering the intersection
of the names instead of union.

3.

GRAPH-BASED TAG PROPAGATION

To skirt issues with errors in clustering, which we believe can strongly affect the naming process, we investigate
a strategy based on tag propagation within a graph where a
node corresponds to an occurrence of a speaking face within
a shot.
The first step is the graph construction process, which
consists in identifying speaking faces from the face tracks
detected within each shot1 . This is achieved by selecting
face tracks whose probability to correspond to the current
speech turn is greater than a threshold empirically set to
0.6, where the probabilities that a face track corresponds
to a speech turn are those provided. For each selected face
track, we keep a record of the matching speech turn. The selected speaking face tracks are the nodes of a graph and are
connected with edges bearing two scores, depicting the similarity of resp. voice and face (as given in the speech turn and
face track similarity files). To avoid a fully connected graph
and keep only relevant relationships, we connect two nodes if
the similarity between the corresponding face tracks and the
similarity between the corresponding speech turns are both
above a threshold, empirically set to 0.1 for both modalities. Note that having no relations between face tracks and
speech turns across shows, a graph is built independently
for each show.
The naming process starts by associating a name to a
node whenever possible based on the output of overlaid text
detection: if an overlay significantly overlaps the face track,
the node is tagged with the corresponding name and a score
of 1. In case of multiple overlaping overlays, the name corresponding to the longest co-occurrence is considered. After tagging all nodes, tags are optionally propagated over
a number of iterations. At each iteration, each tag of each
node is propagated via the corresponding edges with a propagation score equal to the tag score multiplied by the edge
weight, where edge weights are taken as the average of the
face and voice similarity. After propagation, each node receives the tag with the highest score.

4.

RESULTS

The results from the second submission (July 8th) of the
four PLS-based methods and the baseline are presented in
Tab. 1, where the following abbreviations are employed:
PLS-based face clustering considering only speaker diarization (SPKR), only face clusters (FACE), union (UNI) and
intersection (INT) of names among face clusters and speaker
1

Only submission shots were considered in this work.

dev
test

no prop
1 step prop
no prop

EwMAP
44.5
53.6
78.3

MAP
44.7
54.0
79.5

C
76.7
75.4
89.7

Table 2: Results with graph-based naming on the
development data (test2) and on the test data.
diarization. In PLS-based face clustering, we consider the
CLBP [1] feature descriptor with radius parameter 5 calculated in squared blocks of size 16 pixels and stride of 8 pixels.
All faces were cropped from the videos using the face position provided in the baseline approach and scaled to 128 by
128 pixels. Note that we do not provide face clusters based
on PLS for the development set and, therefore, all results in
Tab. 1 for the development set consider only the face clusters
available in the baseline approach. We also provide the results on the test set considering the face clusters provided in
the baseline method, i.e., without PLS-based face clustering.
The SPK approach yields the best EwMAP in Tab. 1 while
the FACE yields the worst results. However, the results from
INT and UNI indicate that the two approaches present complementary results, i.e., the intersection of the propagated
names among the face clusters and speaker diarization shots
indicates that a small subset of correct names from the face
clusters that are not in the speaker names, These aspects
are observed in the development and test set, using the face
clusters in the baseline or the PLS method face clusters. We
also noticed no significant difference in the results between
face clusters provided in the baseline approach and using the
PLS-based method, considering the UNI approach. We believe that this small difference is an effect of the poor quality
of the face clusters, which might result from combined errors
in the face detection and in the face tracking methods.
Results for the graph-based tag propagation method are
given in Tab. 2. On the development data (test2 subset),
results are provided without tag propagation (no prop) and
with a singl step of tag propagation. We believe that the
poor results obtained are attributable to the fact that the
graph links only submission shots, which account only for a
small fraction of the total number of shots in the development data. Contrarily, most of the shots in the test data
are subission shots. With no surprise, tag propagation improves the MAP to the expense of correctness. Submission
on the test set was made without tag propagation (because
of unconvincing propagation results at the time) and not updated after the initial submission (July 1st). Interestingly,
direct naming of speaking face tracks from overlays (i.e., no
propagation) already provides accurate tagging.
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